Literacy Learning Pack

Name ___________
Shark Fact File

- Sharks are found in all the oceans except the Antarctic.
- They can be almost any size, some as small as 15 cm. The largest (the whale shark) can grow to 15 metres.
- Out of 250 different species only 30 are harmful to people.
- The sharks found today are almost exactly the same as those that lived 160 million years ago.
- Sharks are easily identified by their famous fin and rows of very sharp teeth.
- They eat nearly every animal that is found in the sea, including other sharks.
- They have very good eyesight and a strong sense of smell.

Write a paragraph about escaping from a shark, using some of the information in the fact file.
My best day

- Fill in the details below. Report to others what you did or would like to do on your best day.

Reporter’s note-pad

I went to ________________

I saw ________________

Then I ________________

Later on I ________________

I ate ________________

The best part was ________________

At the end I ________________
Extra

Trace and write the words below.

walk  walking

knock  knocking

sit  sitting

chat  chatting

Extension

Trace and copy the poem below.

Who's that knocking
At my door?
Can it be a dinosaur?

Anonymous
The king is singing

**Focus**

A Trace and copy the pattern below.

```
math math math math
```

B Trace and write the letters below.

- ting ting
- ring ring
- king king

Remember, the letter g is a descender. Its tail goes below the line.